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1 Introduction 

This paper proposes a testing procedure for discriminating between alternative sets of re

gressors in a non-parametric context. The literature on non-parametric testing of regression 

models is quite extensive. Non-parametric methods have been used for specification test

ing of a parametric model against a non-parametric alternative, see Eubank and Spiegelman 

(1990), Hall and Hart (1990), Hong and White (1991), Wooldridge (1992), Hardle and Mam

men (1993), Whang and Andrews (1993), Horowitz and Hardle, de Jong and Bierens (1994), 

Fan and Li (1994), and Delgado and Stengos (1994), to mention only a few. 

Discriminating between non-nested sets of regressors is a well motivated problem. Existing 

tests assume a particular functional form of the regression function and are consistent in 

the direction of precisely parameterized alternatives, see Cox (1961, 1962), Pesaran (1974), 

Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) and Fisher and McAleer (1981), also see MacKinnon (1992) 

for a survey. Recently Delgado and Stengos (1994) h~ve proposed an extension of the J-test 

of Davidson and MacKinnon that is consistent against non-parametric alternatives. The 

above test still assumes a particular parametric regression curve under the null hypothesis. 

Hence, it is still not robust to functional mis-specification. In this paper, we propose to test 

a non-parametric regression model in the direction of non-parametric non-nested alternative. 

As in Delgado and Stengos (1994), the present paper is an extension of the J-test to the 

non-parametric environment. The proposed test relies on the use of double kernel estimation 

and is, after multiplied by the vn factor, normally distributed. 

In the next section we present a consistent non-parametric test for non-nested models; 

the proofs of the main results are collected in Appendix A. Section 3 presents results of some 

Monte Carlo simulations. 

2 The Test Statistic and Its Asymptotic Distribution 

Data consists of independent observations {(Xj,Zj,Yi),i = 1, ... ,n} identically distributed as 

the R'P x Rq x R-valued multivariate random variable (x, z, y). The researcher faces the 
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problem of choosing between the alternative sets of explanatory variables x and Z which are 

non-nested, in the sense that none of the u-algebras corresponding to x and z are contained 

in the other. Our selection rule is based in a non-parametric model specification procedure. 

Under the null hypothesis Ho: E[ylx, z] =m(x), we have 

i = 1, ... , n, (1) 

where E(Uilxi,Zi) = O. Under the alternative hypothesis Ha: E[ylx,z] = ma(z), we have 

i=1, ... ,n, (2) 

where E(filxi,Zi) = O. Proceeding in the way as suggested by Davidson and MacKinnon 

(1981), we nest the null and the alternative hypothesis in the artificial nested regression 

model, 

where a is the nesting parameter and TJi = (1 - a)ui +afi is the composite error. The null 

hypothesis is reformulated as Ho: a =0, and the alternative as Ha: a = 1. 

The analog of the J-regression of Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) in the case of the two 

non-parametric regression functions examined here is given by 

(3) 

where ma(z) is replaced by its non-parametric kernel estimator ma(Zi) = E(Yilxt), O(xt) = 

(1 - a)m(xi) and TJ: = TJi +a(ma(zi) - ma(Zi)) is the composite error. 

Following Robinson's (1988) semi-parametric estimation approach, a in (3) could be es

timated by 

A Ei(ma(Zt} - E(ma{Zi)IXi))(Yi - E(YiIXi)) 
a= . 

Ei(ma(Zi) - E(ma(Zi)lxt))2 

where E( 'Ix) is a nonparametric estimate of E{ ·Ix). Our proposed, test statistic is based On 

the numerator of &, given by 
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A direct application of Robinson's (1988) method in (3) requires two trimming parameters 

(in addition to the two smoothing parameters) to overcome the random denominator problem 

that arises in kernel estimation. Moreover, the technical difficulties of using a trimming 

method in the context of double kernel estimation prove difficult to overcome. Therefore, we 

choose to estimate a density-weighted relationship to avoid the random denominator problem, 

see Powell et al (1989). A density-weighted approach leads to a wider range of choices of 

smoothing parameters than the trimming method and the regularity conditions needed are 

weaker. We estimate E(Yilxi)f(xd by 

Yi = ( _1 ) p LYjKij, (4) 
n 1 a j'f:i 

and f(Xi), the probability density function (p.d.f) of Xi·' by j(Xi) = (n-~)ap Li'f: i Kij, where 

K ij = K( ri:r,)is the kernel function and a is the smoothing parameter. We use a product 

kernel, J( (u) = TIr:1 k(Ut); Ut is the lth component of u. 

We estimate ma(zi)fa(Zi) =E(Yilzi)Ja(Zi) by 

1 '"'- (5)ih = (n _ l)bq ~ YjKij, 

and fa(Zi) is estimated by ia(Zi) - (n-;)bqLj'f:i Rij, where Rij = KCi~Z,) is the kernel 

function associated with Z and b is the corresponding smoothing parameter (i?(.) is a product 

kernel estimate is given by 

- 1 '"' _ , 1 '"'[ 1 '"' - J (6)Yi = (n _ l)aP f# YjAij - (n - l)aP f# (n - l)bq f;; YIKij Kij. 

Our density-weighted test statistic will be based on 

(7) 

which is, roughly speaking, a sample analogue of I = E{[;(z)-E(;(~)lx))J(x)[y-E(Ylx))J(x)}, 

where ;(z) = E(ylz)fa(z). 

To derive the asymptotic distribution of In, the following definitions and assumptions 

will be used. Let Qt' denote the class of functions such that if 9 E Qr (a > 0 and I 2: 1 
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is an integer), then 9 is I times differentiable, 9 and its derivatives (up to order 1) are all 

bounded by some function that has ath order finite moments. Also K/, I ~ 1, denote the 

class of even functions k : R - R satisfying Jk( 1.1. )umdu = cOm for m = 0,1, ... , I - 1 and 

k(u) = 0«1 + 11.1.1/+1+6)-1), some C > O. Denote g(z) = E(ylz), I(Z) = g(z)ffl(z) and 

e = Eb(z)lx). 

(AI) (Yi,Xi,zd are independently distributed as (y,x,z), x admits a pdf f(x) E g~, also 

m(x) E g~ and e(x) E g~, where 11 ~ 2 is a positive integer. O'2(x)f(x) is uniformly bounded: 

where O'2(x) = E(u2 Ix). Moreover z admits a pdf ffl(z) E g:, g(z) E g~, ma(z) E g: and 

E(mfl(z)lx) E g:, where /.l ~ 2 is a positive integer. 

(A2) k E K II • As n - 00, na2p 
- 00, na411 

- 0,. k E K~. As n - 00, nb2q 
- 00 and 

nb4~ _ O. 

Assumption (AI) presents some smoothness and moments conditions. (A2) is similar to 

the conditions used by Robinson (1988) or Fan, Li and Stengos (1992). It requires a higher 

order kernel to be used for k (k) if p ~ 4 (q ~ 4). 

The following theorems justify In as an asymptotic test. The proofs are presented in the 

appendix. 

Theorem I Under assumptions (AI) and (A2), if Ho is true, then as n - 00, 

I n ~ N(O,I), where I n = vnIn/~, <15 = ~ L( fldi - Yi)2(ydi - Yi)2 is a consistent 

estimator for 0'5 =E{[g(ZI) - E(g(zdlxdJ2P(xdu~P(xd]' where g(zd =E(Yllzd· 

Theorem 2 Under assumptions (AI) and (A2), if HfI is true, then as n - 00, 

Prob[lJn I > c] - 1 for any positive constant c. 

3 Monte Carlo Results 

In this section we investigate the small sample performance of the test statistic I n in the 

context of some Monte Carlo experiments. "vVe take the null model and the alternative model 

as given by Ho: Yi = .80+(,8IXli+,8X2i)2+ UOi and Ha: Yi = ,0+(,IZIi+,2Z2i)2+Uli respectively. 

The parameters ,80, ,81, ,82, 10, /1, 12 are all set to unity. The x~s and u's are generated as 
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independent normal variates N(O, 1). We generate the z's as ZIi = PXIi + Vii (l = 1,2), where 

Vii is distributed independently as N(O, 1). By varying p we control the correlation coefficients 

between Zi'S and Xi'S. Similar Monte Carlo designs have been considered by Davidson and 

MacKinnon (1982), Godfrey and Pesaran (1983) and Delgado and Stengos (1994). 

The sample size was chosen as n = 50, 100, 200 and the number of replications is 2000. 

We used a second order normal kernel and we set the bandwidth as a/ = CXI••d.n-1/6 and 

hi =CZI,.d.n-1/6, where XI,.d. (z/,.d.) is the sample standard deviation of XI (z/, 1=1,2) and C 

is a constant. We. chose C = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2. Table 1 reports the size results. It can be seen that 

the results for our non-parametric test statistic are quite encouraging. In samples as small 

as n = 50, the size performance of the proposed test is quite good. Also the estimated size 

is not sensitive to the different c values used. For comparison purposes we also report the 

conventional J and J A test statistics that are computed based on the assumptions that the 

null and the alternative models are linear in x:s and z's respectively. 

The power results are presented in Table 2. The powers for different c values are virtually 

the same, hence we will only report the results for c = 1 to save space. Again the proposed 

non-parametric test performs quite well. As expected the test is asymptotically powerful. 

Also different values of p does not seem to affect the results considerably. Note that as p 

increases the correlation between the x's and z's increases as well and hence the two models 

become less distinguishable. As expected we also observe that the conventional J and J A 

tests are inconsistent, the number of rejections for both the J and the J A tests decreases as 

n mcreases. 

The limited Monte Carlo results suggest that the proposed test performs adequately with 

respect to its size and power characteristics especially when compared to the traditional J 

and J A tests. 
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Table 1� 

Size Results: Proportion of Rejections when Ho is true.� 

,\ = 0.1 ,\ = 0.4 ,\ = 0.7 
5% 1% 5% 1% 5% 1% 

n = 50 
NP(c = 0.8) 0.054 0.006 0.052 0.005 0.056 0.009 
N P(c = 1.0) 0.050 0.005 0.051 0.003 0.060 0.009 
N P(c = 1.2) 0.043 0.006 0.046 0.005 0.065 0.008 

J 0.180 0.065 0.159 0.055 0.125 0.033 
JA 0.065 0.019 0.068 0.019 0.061 0.020 

n = 100 
NP(c =0.8) 0.048 0.010 0.061 0.009 0.053 0.009 
N P(c = 1.0) 0.046 0.005 0.055 0.007 0.055 0.009 
N P(c = 1.2) 0.040 0.004 0.042 0.007 0.060 0.013 

J 0.164 0.052 0.133 0.031 0.114 0.035 
JA 0.060 0.011 0.062 0.010 0.060 0.015 

n = 200 
NP(c = 0.8) 0.056 0.014 0.057 0.009 0.058 0.016 
N P(c = 1.0) 0.051 0.012 0.054 0.009 0.053 0.013 
N P(c = 1.2) 0.049 0.010 0.047 0.007 0.060 0.016 

J 0.146 0.045 0.133 0.029 0.110 0.025 
JA 0.053 0.009 0.056 0.014 0.057 0.011 

Table 2 

Power Results: Proportion of Rejections when Ha is true. 

,\ = 0.1 ,\ =0.4 ,\ = 0.7 
5% 1% 5% 1% 5% 1% 

n = 50 
NP 0.260 0.062 0.275 0.068 0.24 0.060 
J 0.373 0.203 0.348 0.197 0.301 0.133 

JA 0.173 0.081 0.142 0.073 0.140 0.060 
n = 100 

NP 0.511 0.219 0.477 0.223 0.401 0.165 
J 0.364 0.182 0.326 0.176 0.301 0.131 

JA 0.143 0.061 0.144 0.070 0.132 0.053 
n = 200 

NP 0.840 0.634 0.754 0.523 0.651 0.421 
J 0.341 0.162 0.310 0.160 0.290 0.130 

JA 0.139 0.060 0.137 0.070 0.130 0.050 
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Appendix A 

Similar to (4) -(6), for any sequence {Ai, i = 1, ... , n}, we define Ai = (n-~)ClP Lj~i AjKij, 
- 1 - ':. 1 [1 - .

Ai = (n-l)bq L#i AjKij, and Ai = (n-l)ClP Lj~i ~LI~j AIKjdKij ; they are kernel estI

mators for E(Ailxi)f(xi), E(Ailzi)fCl(zi) and E[E(Ailzi)fCl(zi)lxi]f(xi) respectively. Define 

W(Xi, Zi) = rn(xi) - g(Zi). We will write rni = rn(xi), gi = g(Zi), "fi = "f(Zi), ei = e(Xi), 

Wi = rni - gi, fi = f(Xi) and fCli = fCl(Zi). There should be no confusion about these because 

when we define a function, it is clear from the context whether its argument is x, Z or (x, z). 

Proof of Theorem 1 

We first give a decomposition of In under Ho. Recall that gi = E(Yilzi) and Wi = rni - gi. 

We have, under Ho, Yi = rni + Ui = gi + Wi + Ui. Thus 

Yi - rni + Ui = 9i + Wi + Ui = A/i + (9i - "fi) + Wi + Ui 

Yi - rhi + fii =9i + tti + fii =1'i + (9i -1'i) + tti + fii (A.l) 

where "fi = gdCli. Substitute (A.l) into (7), we get 

where 
1 A A A 

I 1n = ~ 4=hdi -1'i][(rndi - mi) +udi - Ui], 
I 

and 

We will prove y'Tiln ..!. N(O, 0'5) by showing that y'Til1n ..!. N(O, 0'5) and 12n =op(n-1
/ 
2

). 

Proof of y'Til1n ..!. N(O,0'5) : 

1 •• 
Recall that ei = Ehilxi] and define Vi = "fi - ei. Denote SAi,Bj = ;, Li AdiBdi, SA,B = 

~ Li AiBi , SAi.B = ~ Li AdiBi. Also SA = SA,A. Then I 1n can be written as 
1 .-. A A A ... 

I 1n = - L:[(edi - ei) +Vdi - vi][(rndi - mi) +Udi - Ui] 
n i 
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- S(ei-i.)+vi-v,(mi-m)+ui-u = Sui,vi + {Sei-i.,mi-m + Sei-i.,ui - Sei-i.,u 

+Svi,mi-m - Svi,u - Sv,mi-m - Sv,ui + Sv,u} (A.2) 

All the terms inside the curly bracket of (A.2) are 0,,(n-1/2 ) by lemma B.4. vn(Sui.vi

Su/,vJ) = O,,(n-1a-P + a2v ) = 0,,(1) by proposition 7 of Fan, Li and Stengos (1992). Hence 

vn11n = vnSu/,v/ + op(l) - N(O, (15) by the Levi-Linderberg central limit theorem. 

1 ............. ... A'" ...� 

12n - - L[C§i - ii)!i + Wdi + Udi - (gi - "Yi) - Wi - ui][(mdi - mi) + Udi - Ui] 
n i 

- S(g-'-r)i+wi+ui-(g-il-JJ-£J., (mj-m)+uj-u 

We need to show that S(§--r)i,mi-m' S(§--r)i,ui' S(§--r)i,u' Sb-"r,mi-m' Sb-"r,ui' Sb-"r,u' 

Sri,mi-m' Sri,ui' Sri,u Sf,mi-m' S;',ui' S;',1l are all op(n-1/2
), where r = w or u. It suffices 

2to show that (i) S(g_.:,)i = op(n-1
/ ), (ii) Sg_.:, = op(n-1/2

), (iii) S(g-':')i,ui = op(n-1/2 ), (iv) 

Sg-.:"ui = op(n-1/2 
), (v) Sri = op(n-1/2 

), (vi) S;. = op(n-1/2 
), (vii) Sri,ui = op(n-1/2 ), 

(viii) S;"ui = 01'(n-1/2 
), (r = w or u). Because (i)-(viii), together with lemma BA and the 

Cauchy inequality imply that all the other terms in 12n are also 01'(n-1/2), we prove (i)-(viii) 

in propositions 1 to 8 below. 

Proposition 1 S(g--r)i = O((nbq)-l + b2~). 

Proof: First by adding and subtracting term, we have (gi - ii)ii = (gi - 9dai)ii +9i(iai 
__ ... _,.. _ 

!ai)!i 
A~  

= Fi + Hi, where Fi = (9i - 9dai)!i and Hi = 9i(Jai - !ai)!i. Thus we have S(g--r)i = 

SF+H. By Cauchy inequality, it suffices to show that SF = op(n-1/2) and SH = op(n-1/2). 

We prove these below. 

EISFI = ~ L E(F?) = E(Fl). Using F1 = (gl - 91ia(zI))A ~ [((n - l)bq )-l Li~1(9i 

9dl(li][((n - l)al't1Lj~l J{lj], we have 

EISFI = E{[((n - l)b
qt 1L(9i - 9I)K1i][((n - l) bq t 1L(9il - 9dl(li/] 

i~l i/~l 
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[((n - 1)aPt 1L J{lj][((n - 1)aPt 1L J{lj'] (A.3) 
#1 j':;U 

If i, i',j,j' are all different from each other, then conditional on 1, the terms in different 

square brackets in (A.3) are independent, using lemmas B.1 and B.3. In this case, (A.3) is 

E{[b-qE1(g2 - gdKI2][b-qE1(g3 - gl)K13l [a-PE1(I<l4)][a-PE1(J{lS)]}� 

~ E{[D(ZI)bll ][D(Zl)bll ][O(l)][O(l)]} =0(b21l ).� 

Next we consiqer the case that i, i',j,j' (in (A.3)) take three different values. There are 

six different combinations, but symmetry reduces it to three different cases. (1) i = i', (2) 

j = j' and (3) i = j, or i = j', or i' = j, or i ' = j'. We first consider case (1): i = i' and in 

this case, using lemmas B.1 and B.3, (A.3) becomes 

E {[( (n - 1)bqt 2Li;ln (gi - gl)2K{i][( (n - 1)aP)-l Lj~1 J{lj][( (n - 1)aPtl Lj':;H J{lj']� 

=E{[n-1b-2q E1(g2 - gt}2 K{2][a-PEl (I<13)][a-PEl (I{l4)]� 

= O((nbq)-1 )0(1)0(1) =O((nbqj-l)� 

For case (2): j = j', and (A.3) becomes (using lemmas B.1 and B.3) 

E{[((n -1)bqt 1 Li~l (gi - gt}Kli][((n -1)bqt 1Li'~l (gi' - gdI<li,][((n -1)aPt 2Li~1 J{{i] 

=E{[b-qE1(g2 - gl)Kl2 ][b-qE1(g3 - gl)Kl3][na-2PEl(I<{4)] 

~ E{[D(zt}bllJ[D(zt}bll ][n- 1a-qO(1)]} =0((naPtlb21l) =o(b21l ) 

For case (3), the two subcases are symmetric, we only consider j' = i, then (A.3) becomes 

E{[((n - 1)aPt 1((n - l) bq t l Li~l(gi - gdKliJ{li][((n -1)bqt 1Lj~l(gj - gl)K1i][((n

1)aP)-1 Li'~1 J{ld 

=E{[((n -1)aPtlb-qEl(g2 - gdKI2J{12][b-qE1(g3 - gdI?13][a-PE1(I<14)] 

~ E{[n-1D(ZI)bIlO(l)][D(Zl)bll][O(l)]} =0(n-1b21l ) =o(b21l ). 

where we used E1[(g2 - gl)I?l2J{12] = E1[(g(Z2) - g(zl))KI2E1,z2(I«i1::r2 ))] = E1[(g2 

gdKI20(aP)] ~ D(zdbQ+llaP by lemma B.3. 

When i, i',j,j' take no more than two values, we will have at most two summations, and 

using similar arguments as above, it is easy to show that, in this case, (A.3) will have a 
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EISHI = ~ Li E(Hl) = E(Hi). Using HI = g(zd(ja(ZI) - !a(ZI))jI, we have 

EISH! = E{[g(zl)n-1IJb-qKli - !a(zd)][g(zl)n-1L (b-qKli , - !a(zd)] 
~1 ~1 

[((n - l)aPt 1L: K1j][((n - l)aPt 1 L K1j']) (AA) 
#1 j'~1 

Comparing (AA).with (A.3), the main difference is that (91 - glja(ZI)) in (A.3) is replaced 

by (ja(zd - !a(zd) here. This amounts to replacing lemma B.3 by lemma B.2 in the proof. 

Hence (AA) has the same order as (A.3), and SH = Op((nbqt1 + b2~). 

Proposition 2 Sb-"I = O((nbqt 1+ b2~) . Proof: By adding and subtracting terms, we can 

rewrite 9
A 

i as 

9i - (n -\)ap~[(n ~ l)bq'~g(zl)KjdKij 

- ( _11) pL9(Zj)!a(Zj)Kjj + ( _11) pL9(Zj)((ja(Zj) - !a(Zj))Kjj ' 
n a..... n a ..... 

;~, ;~, 

+( _11) pL[( ~ l)bq L(9(zl) - g(zj))KjdI<jj 
n a #i n I~j
 

~ i(Zi) + !vIi +Tj� 

. _ 1 . . ..... _ .,.. '.. . _ 1 .. ---L- . _where AI, - (n-l)aP L;~j g(Z;)((/a(.";) !a(-;))/\,; and T, - (n-l)aP L;~'[(n-l)bq LI~;(g(zd 

g(zj))Kjt]Kij. Hence S9-"I = SM+T. By the Cauchy inequality, we only need to show that 

SM = op(n-1/2) and ST = op(n-1/2). We prove them below. 

EISMI = ~ Li E(Ml) = E(!vIi). Using A11 = ((n-l)aPt 1Li~l g(Zi)(ja(Zi)-!a(zi))Ki1 = 

[((n -1)aPt1n-1 Li~l Lj~ig(Zi)I<il(b-qKij- !a(Zi))], we have 

EISMI = E{[((n -1)aPt 1n-1LL9d<li(b-qKij - !a(Zi))] 
i~l j~j 

[((n - l)aPt 1n-1L L gj,Kli' (b-
q
Ki'j' - !a(Zj' ))]} (A.5) 

j'~l j'~j' 
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We consider two different situations: (I) j and j' are both different from 1 and (II) at 

least one of the j and j' equals 1. The proof for case (I) is the same as in the proof of (A.3). 

For example, if i,j, i',j' are all different from each other, then using lemmas B.1 and B.3, 

(A.5) is 0(b21o'), and if some of the i,j, i',j' take the same values, then (A.5) is of the order 

Op((nbqt1) +op(b21o'). The detailed proof is identical to the proof of (A.3) and is thus omitted 

here. 

For case (II), The two subcases are symmetric, hence we only consider j' = 1, we still have 

different situations: (1) i,i',j take three different values, (2) i,i',j take two different values. 

(3)� i, i',j all take the same value. 

For (1), first assume j =/: 1, then (A.5) becomes (using lemmas B.1 and B.2) 

((n-1 )aPt 2n- 2Li~1 Lj~i,l Lil~I,i,j E[g( Zi )g( Zi' )J(Ii(b-qKij - fa, (Zi) )J(li'(b-qKil l - fa, (Zi' ))] 

=n-1 a-2pE[g( Z2)g(Z3)(E1,Z2 J(12)(El,za!<l3) (b-qE2(K24 ) - fa, (Z2) )(b-qE3,:rl (K31 ) - fa, (Z3))] 

= n-1E[g(Z2)g(Z3)G(Z2)G(Z3)0(b21')] =0(n-l b21') = 0(b21') 

Next if j = 1, then (A.5) becomes 

((n� -1)aPt 2n- 2Li~l Li'~i,1 E[g(Zi)g(Zi')!<li(b-qKi1 - fa,(Zi))J(Ii,(b-qKi'l - fa,(Zi'))] 

=� n-2a- 2p E[g(Z2)g(Z3)(E1,Z2J(12)(El,Z3J(13)(b-q(K2d - fa,(Z2))(b-q(K31 ) - fa,(Z3))] 

=� n-20(1)E{Edg(ZI)(b-q(I<2l) - fa,(Z2))]El[g(Z3)(b-q(K3l ) - fa,(Z3))]} =0(n-2). 

For cases (2) and (3), there are at most two summations and using the same arguments 

as above, it is easy to show that, in these cases, (A.5) will have a smaller order. Hence for 

case (II), (A.5) is of the order 0(n-1b21' + n-2). Summarizing the results for cases (I) and 

(II) above, we have shown that EISMI = O((nbqtl + b21'). 

Using Tl = [((n -l)aPt l ((n -1)bqt1 LiY'1 LjY'i J(Ii(g(Zj) - ga,(zi))Kij ], we have EISTI = 
E(Tl) = E{[((n-1)aP t 1LiY'l K li][((n-1)bqt l L#i(g(Zj)-ga,(zi))Kij][((n-1)aP t l Li'~l J(li'] 

[((n-1)bq)-l L#i(g(zj)-ga,(zi))Kij'] (A.6) 

Comparing (A.6) and (A.5), the main difference is that ia,(Zi) - fa, (Zi) in (A.5) is replaced 
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by g(Zi) - g(zi)io.(Zi). This amounts to replacing lemma B.2 by lemma B.3 in the proof. 

Thus, it is obvious that (A.6) has the same order as (A.5) and ST =Op((nbQ)-1 + b2~). 

Proof: S(g-'t)j,uj =SF+H,uj' Let A =For H, we have SA,uj =SA,u! +SA,u(i-J)' We will 

show that both SA,u! and SA,u(i-J) are op(n-1/2). E[(SA,u! )2] = ~'Li Lj E[(AiUdi)(Ajujfj)] = 
~J Li E[A~u~Il] =n-1E[A~uUl] = n-lO(E(A~)) =n-IO(EISAI) =n-10((nbq)-1 + b2~) by 

proposition 1. EISu(j_J) I = ~ Li E[U~(ji - fi)2] = E[uHit - fd2] = O(E[(it - fd2]) = 
O((naPt l + a211 ) by lemma BA. Also SA = op(n-1/2) by proposition 1, hence SA.u(j-J) = 
op(n- I / 2) by the Cauchy inequality. 

Proposition 4 S~-'t,uj =op(n- I 
/ 

2 )J 

Proof: S~-'t,uj == SM+T,uj = SM+T.u! + SM+T,u(i-J)' Let B = iyf or T, then by a similar 

proof as proposition 3 (using proposition 2 and the Cauchy inequality), one can show that 

2SB.uj = op(n- I
/ ). 

Proposition 5 Srj =Op(n- I / 2)J (r =w, or u). 

We first consider the case of r = w. Swj = Sw! +Sw(i-J)' 

- .!. L E[w~ fl] =E[wUi] =E{fn((n - 1)bq)-1 L Wd<li][((n - 1)bq)-1 L WjJ(li]} 
n i i;el i;el 

- E{fi [((n - 1)bq)-2 L w~ Rii]} = E{fnn- 1b-2Q El(W~J(i2)]} = O((nbqr l ), (A.7) 
i;:1 

by lemma B.l. We also used the fact that E(WiIZ, X-i) =0, where X-i = (Xl, ••• , Xi-I, Xi+l, "" xn ). 

Obviously (A.7) also proves Sw = Op((nbq)-l) (by removing R). From Sw = op(n-1
/
2) 

and Sj-J = op(n-1/ 2) (see lemma BA) and the the Cauchy inequality, we know that Sw(i-J) = 
op(n-1/2). 

The proof is identical to the case of r =w. Simply replacing W by u in the above proof. 

Proposition 6 Sf =op(n-1
/ 
2)J (w = r or u). 
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Proof: EIS,;,I = ~ Li E[f~] = E[t1~] = [(n_1)4a2Pb2q]-1 Li~l Lj~i Li'~l Lj'~i' E[wjwj'KjjI?j'j' 
, [ )4 2 2 ]-1 [ 2 - K1il\li'] = (n-1 a Pb q Li~l Lj~j,i' Li'~l E WjKijKi'jKIJ<li'] = [(n-1)4a2Pb2q]-1{Li~1 Lj~j,i' 

2 - - 
Li'~l(n - l)(n - l)(n - 3)E[W3K23K43K12K14] + (n - l)(n - 2)E[wM<i3Kr2] = O(n-1+ 
(n2aPbQ)-1) =O(n-1). The same proof leads to EIS~I =O(n-1). 

Proposition 7 Sfj,uj = op(n-1/2), (r = W or u). 

Proof: Sfj,uj = Sfj,uJ = Sfj,u(j-n' Then similar to the proof of proposition 3, one can 

show that EIS;j,uJI = n-10(E[(rljl)2D = o(n-1). Also Su(j-n = op(n-1/ 2) (by the proof 

of proposition 3) and Sfj = op(n-1/2) by proposition 5. Hence Sfj,u(j-n = op(n-1/2) by the 

Cauchy inequality. 

Proposition 8 SP,uj =op(n-1/2), (r = W or u). 

Proof: Sp,uj = SP,uJ + Sp,u(i-n' Then similar to the proof of of proposition 7, using propo

sitions 3, 6 and the Cauchy inequality, it is to see that Sp,uj = op(n-1/2). 

Proof of Theorem 2 

Proof: Using similar arguments as in Theorem 1. It follows that, under Ho., In ..E.. 

E{[mo.(z)fo.(z)-E(mo.(z)fo.(z)lx)][mo.(z)-E(mo.(z)lx)]j2(x)} # 0, and 0'5..E.. E{(g(z)fo.(z)

E(g(z)fo.(z)lx)2j2(x)[(mo.(z) - E(mo.(z)lx))2 + f2]j2(x)}, which is positive and finite. Hence 

Prob[lJn I > c] -+ 1 for any non-negative constant c. 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix, we give some useful lemmas. Lemmas B.l - B.3 are from Robinson (1988), 

and the proof of lemma BA can be found in Fan, Li and Stengos (1992). In the lemmas 

B.1-B.3 below, we assume that x E RP, k E K.v (some 11 ~ 1), I(v) E g~, g(v) E g: for 

some a > O. El denote the conditional expectation (conditional on xd. Ki; denote K(1:;:1:;). 

Note that lemmas B.1-B.3 hold when changing (x,I,J(,p,a,lI) to (Z,/4,R,q,b,p.). 

Lemma B.I 

(i) E1(}1) = (n-~)4P Li;C1 El (I<ld =a-PE1(KI2 ) =0(1), 

(ii) a-PIE1[(g(X2)J(12]1 ~ ~(Xl),
 

where ~(x) has finite ath moment.� 

Lemma B.2 

E1(}1 -!I) =E1(((n - 1)aPt1Li~1 J(i1) - f(xl) =a-PE1(J(12) - 11 ~ G(x1)aV 
, 

where G(·) has finite moments of any order. 

Lemma B.3 

E1(91A - gd = (n-;)4P Li;C1 E1(91 - 9i)J(li = a-PE1[(g(X1) - 9(X2))J(12] ~ D(x1)(aV 
), 

where D(·) has finite ath moment. 

Lemma B.4 Let rn, ~, f, f4' u and v all defined as in the paper. Let 9 = rn or ~ and f = U 

or v, then 
1

(i) Sgj-fJ,(j =Op((naPt 1), Sgi-U =Op((naPt ), 

(ii) Sgj-fJ =Op(((naP)-1 + a21'), Sj_1 =Op(((naPt 1+ a21'), 

(iii) Sv,u = Op(((naPt1), SiJ,uj =Op(((naPt 1), SiJ,u =Op(((naPt 1). 
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